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VEG SELECTION OF THE WEEK

WEEKLY PRODUCT UPDATE - 29/07/19

Well, it was only a few days of heat wave but  
we really had to work hard to get the product 
nice and cold! 
Thanks to our dedicated team of packers 
and drivers, the products were kept in a cool 
environment at all times. Easier said than done 
when you are the driver and stopping every 10 
minutes to deliver and opening the van door -  
You just have to be quick to offload!

Marrow is still a great product to use and so 
underutilised! New season garlic is now in and 
so are shallots which were so short lately... it 
was actually the first year we even had shallots 
coming from Australia!!

All beetroots are all very nice, red, candy and 
golden makes great salads once nicely roasted!
Corn on the cob are just outstanding and UK 
season should not be far from starting.
Some other nice produce include grillote and 
scallion onions, pointy peppers, runner beans, 
kohlrabi, berlotti beans and Swiss chard.

This week will be better for business… people  
don’t eat much when it is too hot! Last week was  
good if you were selling ice creams and cold drinks! 
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KOFFMAN FOR CHIPS

EDIBLE FLOWERS

We have an addition to the Koffman brand! 
Specifically potatoes for chips!
The blue bags are for roast/chips and we also 
have the mids potatoes.

A nice selection of edible flowers as well as 
Horseradish shoot! Horseradish shoot are 
really excellent and worth trying...
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FRUIT SELECTION

Still plenty of stone fruits about... cherries are on 
their last leg and with all the rain falling lately, 
they will get cracked skin and end the season 
even quicker.
Gooseberries are very nice and so are raspberries, 
blackberries, strawberries and blueberries.
Apricots from France are still superb and so are 
peaches, nectarines, flat peaches and blood peaches.

We have the best in terms of strawberries with the 
Jubilee variety and with also top end blueberries 
with the much sought after Trehan brand growing 
blueberries on the oldest trees in UK.
Plums are starting and we have this week the 
first of French Reine Claude (UK version is 
Greengage)
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EGGS

We have the full Clarence court range! Burford 
Browns, Legbar, We can also get peeled hard 
boiled quail eggs, ostridge eggs, quail eggs, 
Cornish blue eggs… duck eggs…. Golden yolk 
(copper Marans)
Our standard free range eggs are coming in 2 
different format: 15dozen (180) and retail pack of 6.
Free range eggs are size medium or large. Large 
only comes in 15dozen box.


